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Abstract - In this paper, switching characteristics of non-punch 
through (NPT) and punch through (PT) Insulated Gate Bipolar 
Transistors (IGBTs) are evaluated under zero-voltage switching 
(ZVS) conditions. Through the physics-based modeling and 
experiments, the interaction between the external circuit and the 
physical IGBT internal model under ZVS operation is 
evaluated. The effects of the external snubber capacitor on the 
turn-off tail current are modeled and analyzed with the Saber 
circuit simulator. The turn-on switching Characteristics are 
evaluated for the study of switching losses. This study provides 
guidelines for designing IGBTs that are suitable for soft 
switching and for selection of appropriate snubbing capacitors 
in soft-switching inverter and converter applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the demand for high voltage and high power 
IGBTs has been increasing. In order to achieve a device 
stmcture with high voltage blocking capability in the 1,200V 
range, the non-punch-through (NPT) type IGBT without a 
buffer layer has become popular. Commercially available 
devices today in the 600 V range are mainly PT type, and in 
the 1,200 V range are mainly NPT type. 

These two device types behave differently in on-state 
voltage drop and dynamic switching because of their physical 
structure and carrier lifetime control. In a practical 
application circuit, the switching characteristics can be 
affected by parasitic components, temperature, and diode 
reverse recovery Characteristics [1]-[2], 141, [8]-[11]. 

In general, the fundamental switching characteristics that 
are of concern in applications are: 1)  diidt and dv/dt device 
stresses, 2) turn-off tail current and switching energy, 3) high 
switching frequency capability, and 4) interaction with diode 
reverse recovery. Such fundamental characteristics can be 
changed with externally connected circuitry. 

Recently, it was found that the IGBT switching 
characteristics were further influenced by external soft- 
switching circuitry [3]-[6]. However, different types of 
devices behave differently under soft-switching conditions. In 
a resonant snubber inverter (RSI) [3], the IGBT output is 
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paralleled with an external snubber capacitor to reduce turn- 
off loss and tum-off dv/dt. This capacitor interacts with the 
output capacitance of the IGBT and affects the turn-off tail 
current magnitude and duration. 

In this paper, switching characteristics of NPT- and PT- 
IGBTs are evaluated under hard-switching and RSI based 
soft-switching conditions. Furthermore, the interaction 
between the external circuit and the IGBT internal model 
under ZVS operations is studied with various parameters. 

11. IGBT -ST CIRCUIT WITH ZERO-VOLTAGE 
SWITCHING CONDITIONS 

Fig. 1 shows the IGBT test circuit for zero-voltage 
switchings [12]. The test circuit consists of a pair of switches 
(SI and S2), a pair of diodes (D, and D2). and one auxiliary 
switch, The two switches are synchronously conducting or 
blocking depending on the desired switching duties. Two 
diodes provide a freewheeling current path and a reverse 
voltage across the load to form a two-quadrant operation. 
Notice that the load current is unidirectional. When the load 
current is flowing in diodes DI and Dh turning on SI and S2 
would shut off the diode current, but on the other hand, 
produce a large diode reverse recovery current and turn-on 
loss. Snubber capacitors are added across the main devices to 
reduce turn-off losses. The auxiliary branch is connected 
between the two phase-legs or across the load. This branch 
consists of one auxiliary switch, one fast recovery diode, and 
one resonant inductor. 

In the test set-up, a small copper tube along with a 
toroidal current transformer (CT) is inserted between the 
IGBT terminal and the busbar for current measurements. The 
current on the secondary side of the CT is then monitored by 
a commercial CT that converts current to voltage for 
oscilloscope reading. The device voltage is simply monitored 
by a voltage probe. 

Fig. 2 shows the operational key waveforms for the test 
circuit. The basic control strategy is to turn on the auxiliary 
branch before turning on the main switch. The auxiliary 
branch takes over the current from the freewheeling diode 
and resonates with capacitors in parallel with the main 
switch. The main switch is turned on while the voltage across 
the main switch drops to zero after the resonant stage. 
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(f3 - f,): At the end of the resonant stage, the 
snubber capacitors are discharged to zero voltage at t3. At this 
moment, the main switch can be turned on at zero-voltage 
condition. Since it is difficult to turn on the main switch at 
the exact moment capacitor voltage drops to zero without 

PLarSD” 4 I I 
CT IAO.IV mk)  CT with smdl 

ferrite core 
v = 26W 

Fig. 1. IGBT test circuit for zero-voltage switching 

Initially at to, all switches are off, and the load current is 
freewheeling through DI and DZ. Operational modes for a 
complete cycle are described in detail as follows. 

(to - tl): Assume that the load current, IL, is 
positive. Diodes D1 and Dz are conducting, and main switches 
SI and S2 are turned off. 

(tr - a): Following the pulse-width-modulation 
(PWM) command, the auxiliary switch S, turns on at t l ,  the 
auxiliary branch current, I,,, increases linearly, and the 
current in diode DI and D2 decreases linearly. The auxiliary 
branch diverts the current from the freewheeling diodes to the 
main switches gradually. 

(f2 - tr): After the auxiliary branch current is 
larger than the load current at f2, diodes D1 and Dz turn off 
naturally. Then all four snubber capacitors C, resonate with 
the L,, and the voltage across the switch drops to zero in a 
finite dvldt rate. 

Fig. 2. Operational key waveforms for zero-voltage switching 

proper sensing, the main switch c k  only be turned on at a 
“near-zero-voltage” condition. After the main switches turn 
on, the inductor current decreases linearly due to reverse 
voltage polarity. 

(f, - f5): The resonant current decreases to zero 
at t,, and the auxiliary switch is turned off under zero-current 
condition at fs. The main switches conduct the load current, 
and the auxiliary switch and diode are both turned off after t4. 

(tb - f,): After the steady-state, (ts - f6), main 
switches turn off losslessly with snubber capacitor. The 11. 
charges C,, across SI and S2 and discharges C,, across DI and 
D2, The device voltage V,, rises to the dc bus voltage, and 
the device current IC drops to zero. Notice that the voltage 
rising rate is reduced by Csc. After fl, the load current is 
completely freewheeling through D, and Dz, and the 
operation returns to Mode. 

111. IGBT PHYSICAL MODEL UNDER ZERO-VOLTAGE 
SWITCHING 

In order to understand the IGBT operation under ZVS 
conditions, the physics-based circuit model is used to study 
the interaction between internal and external components. 

According to the test circuit in Fig. 1, the external 
snubber capacitor is added to the IGBT model for the ZVS 
circuit analysis. The external C,, increases the output 
capacitance. This output capacitance interacts with internal 
circuit components of the IGBT, and turn-off characteristics 
are significantly changed. In this section, the IGBT model is 
combined with the added external snubber capacitor for the 
analysis of the NPT- and PT-IGBTs. 

Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the IGBT model combined 
with an external snubber capacitor Csp With this snubber 
capacitor added into the Saber IGBT model in [I]-[2], the 
total bipolar junction transistor (BIT) collector current I, and 
the switching stage current I, can be expressed as: 

where, I,, is the steady-state collector current, I,,, is the 
collector redistribution current, I,, is the snubber capacitor 
current, and I, and l a  are the collector and base current, 
respectively. The steady-state collector current component of 
the BJT, I,, is related to the non-quasi-static components in 
the base and charge-control components. Here, I,, is 
considered a controlled current source connected between the 
emitter and collector of the BJT. 

The circuit interaction between the external capacitor, 
C,, and internal circuihy is discussed in the following 
observation. The redistribution current depends on the 
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non-linear capacitor C,,, due to the moving base-collector 
boundary conditions, and the external snubber capacitor 
current 1, depends upon C , ,  These current components can 
be expressed as: 

The difference in switching behavior between the NPT- 
and PT-IGBTs is due to the components of the collector- 
emitter redistribution capacitance C,,, that is dependent on 
the base width W of the PNP bipolar transistor. This W 
determines the effective output capacitance of the IGBT. 

T 

‘z 
Anode 

Fig. 3. Physical IGBT model with an external snubbing capacitor 

For an NPT-IGBT model, the C,, in [I]  is defined as: 

QB = ~ W N B A  (3b) 

where Q is the excess carrier base charge, Qt, [ l ]  is the 
background mobile carrier base charge, and Cbc, is the base- 
collector depletion capacitance. For high-level injection, Q is 
much larger than QB, and the redistribution capacitance is 
much larger than the depletion Capacitance. Thus, Q 
dominates the output redistribution capacitance of the IGBT 
at turn-off. On the other hand, since Q is zero at the zero- 
current state before turn-on, the effective output capacitance 
is less important than that at turn-off. 

The component of the collector current I,, is also 
governed by the charge Q, and thus it influences the turn-off 
characteristics. The expression for I,, [l] can be 
approximated as 

during the turn-off tail current phase. 

in [ZJ can be expressed as: 
For a PT-IGBT model, the redistribution capacitance C,, 

where W is the width of the quasi-neutral low-doped base 
(LDB) region, and W, is the effective width for the base 
transport including the LDB and the buffer larger width. 

As expressed in (9, the redistribution capacitance of a 
PT-IGBT model is dominated by the ratio W’/W$ times 
Q/QB. Like an NPT-IGBT model, the influence of the base- 
collector depletion capacitance Cbci is less important than tbat 
of the total redistribution capacitance. Because W is several 
times smaller for PT devices than for NPT devices, I,,,, is 
much higher for the PT technology. This difference results in 
a different shape of the tail current bump between NPT and 
PT device types as described in the next section. 

IV. TURN-OFF CHARACTERISTICS 

It is apparent that the experimental snubber capacitor 
alters the turn-off behavior significantly. However, the way 
the snubber capacitor produces a tail bump is not well 
understood. In order to explain the effects of the snubber 
capacitor, it is necessary to study the interaction between the 
snubber capacitor and the IGBT internal circuit model. The 
physics-based circuit model shown in Fig. 3 is used for this 
study. The simulation for hard-switching condition is to 
verify the validity of the circuit model. 

It was found from hardware experiments that IGBT turn- 
off current is significantly different in hard- and soft- 
switchings. Fig. 4(a) indicates that hard-switching turn-off 
dv/dt is approximately 2,000 V / p ,  and the switching energy 
is almost 14 mJ at the load current of 200 A. With zero- 
voltage switching, as shown in Fig 4(b), dv/dt is reduced to 
550 V / p ,  and the turn-off switching loss is reduced from 14 
to 8 mJ. It should be noticed that the PT-IGBT current tail in 
a zero-voltage switching condition is longer than in a hard- 
switching condition, and their shapes are also different. 
Under ZVS condition, the current tail exhibits a bump before 
it decays to zero, which did not occur in hard switching 
condition. 

Although the current tail duration in the soft-switching 
circuit is longer than that of the hard-switching circuit, the 
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soft-switching circuit significantly reduces turn-off losses due 
to reduced slope of the voltage rising. 

l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ]  LLLLuLk I 
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(a) Hard-switching (b) Soft-switching 
Fig. 4. Experimental PT-IGBT hm-off switching waveforms under hard- 

and soft-switching with 0.1pF at 300 V bus and at 200 A 

A .  Hard Switching 
Fig. 5 shows the simulated turn-off waveforms of the 

PT-IGBT under hard-switching condition. The simulation 
was done with the Saber circuit simulator. It can be seen that 
the simulated current and voltage match the experimental 
results very well. At a 200 A anode current condition, the 
MOSFET channel current, I,,,, shares 150 A, and the bipolar 
transistor collector current, I,, shares 50 A in conduction 
state. 

In this case, the bipolar transistor current burden is 
designed to he one-third the MOSFET current burden. This 
bipolar transistor burden strongly influences the turn-off tail 
current. The following illustrates the step-by-step turn-off 
“tail” phenomena of the PT-IGBT. 

b- tl : Assume that the IGBT is in its on-state with a gate 
bias. The turn-off voltage is applied to the gate of 
MOSFET in the IGBT to turn off the base current 
of the PNP bipolar transistor. The gate voltage VGE 
slowly decreases exponentially with time due to 
the discharging of the gate capacitance via the 
gate series resistance. 

tl - t2 : At this stage, the gate drive voltage remains 
constant while the gate-collector capacitance is 
discharged. When the device voltage VcE starts to 
increase slowly, the MOSFET channel current I,, 
begins to decrease slowly. The internal currents 
I,, and I,,, of the bipolar transistor increase 
slowly at the same rate as the decay of I,os. 

t? - t3 : The gate drive voltage continues to discharge the 
gate-collector capacitance. The device voltage VcE 
rises to the dc bus voltage, and the IGBT collector 
current starts decreasing. During this stage, the 
MOSFET channel current I,,, decreases to zero. 
However, now the currents I,, and I,, increase as 
W decreases due to the increasing collector 
voltage. The internal currents I,, and have a 
peak value that maintains the total current nearly 
constant. 

t, - t4 : The gate voltage drops below the threshold 
voltage. The capacitor C,, is charged to dc bus 
voltage, and the currents I,, and I,, are quickly 
diverted to the opposite side diode for 
f’reewheeling. Thus, I,, and Icce, decrease with a 
high rate of current change, di/dt. This dddt 
interacts with parasitic inductance and generates a 
voltage overshoot. As a result of the overshoot, a 
voltage fluctuation occurs that results in an 
increase of I,,,, and thus the appearance of a tail 
bump. 

ta 5 t : The C,,, continues to create the tail bump as the 
voltage fluctuation diminishes. The tail current 
then exponentially approaches zero as the base 
charge and IC#$ decay. 

. .  . . .  : :  i r  . : .  : :  : :  
i : .  : :  . . . : /  
: : :  i .  : : : . .  : : :  < :  . . . .  : 

. . .  

. .  . .  
: : i i :  
i i ; ;  . . . . .  

‘linc(s) 
Fig. 5. Simulated PT-IGBT hlrnuff switching waveforms 

under hard-switching at 300 V bus and at 200 A 

B. Soft Switching 
Fig. 6 shows the PT-IGBT turn-off waveforms under the 

soft-switching condition with a 0.1 pF snubbing capacitor at 
300 V bus and at 200 A. Turn-off characteristics under ZVS 
are analyzed as follows: 

to - tl : To cut off the base current of the PNP bipolar 
transistor, a negative voltage is applied to the gate 
of the internal MOSFET of the IGBT. As the gate 
voltage V G ~  approaches the threshold voltage, I,,, 
decreases slowly. Icss and I,,,, of the bipolar 
transistor increase while I,, declines to maintain 
the load current. As the collector current voltage 
rises to provide I,, and I,,,,, the gate voltage 
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remains constant as the gate-collector capacitance 
is discharged. 

tl - t2 : When the gate drive voltage drops below the 
threshold voltage, the MOS channel current I,, 
decreases exponentially to zero, the I, reaches its 
peak current, and the currents I,, and I,,, increase 
a little and then hegin to decrease. 

tz - t3 : The device voltage rises with a low dv/dt until the 
device voltage is clamped to dc bus voltage. The 
slow device voltage rising affects IC,$,< and I,,,. 
Since the device.voltage is rising with a low dv/dt, 
the IGBT turn-off current slowly decrease and 
thus generates "more tail bump" than hard 
switching where the clamped voltage is reached 
before the tail decay. 

t3 - td: During this stage, I,, slowly reaches zero and the 
turn-off current tail bump decreases to zero at tr. 
However, the snubber capacitor resonates with the 
parasitic inductance, resulting in a significant 
oscillation in Is<. This oscillation also appears in 
the collector voltage V , ,  because of Lf~(dls,, /do, 
where Lfk is the parasitic inductance on the power 
connection. 

t4 5 t : When the device voltage is clamped to the dc bus 
voltage, the collector current is already turned off 
completely. The current in the snubber capacitor, 
however, continues to oscillate at a high frequency 
(SMHZ in this case) due to the resonance between 
snubber capacitors and parasitic inductance. 

/ /  / /  
: i : :  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  i j  

-a00 / j  ; /  
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Fig. 6. Simulated PT-IGBT turn-off switching waveforms under 

soft-switching with 0.1 pF at 300 V bus and at 200 A 

C. NPTDevice 
The NPT-IGBT switching behaviors are similar to that of 

the PT-IGBT. The difference is that the NPT-IGBT has a 
smaller redistribution output capacitance due to the wider 
drift region between the collector and emitter. 

Fig. 7 shows the experimental turn-off waveforms of the 
NPT-IGBT under hard- and soft-switching with a 0.14 pF 
snubbing capacitor at 630 V bus and 300 A. The turn-off tail 
current was observed to be like that of the PT-IGBT. As 
shown in Fig. 7(a), it is evident that the NPT-IGBT has a 
longer tail than that of the PT-IGBT due to the wide drift 
region in the base. Fig. 7(b) shows the experimental turn-off 
switching waveforms of the NPT-IGBT under soft-switching 
conditions. The soft-switching circuit achieved a reduction of 
dv/dt from 2,400 to 1,000 V / p  and of the turn-off loss from 
38 mJ to 18 mJ. Therefore, in both PT- and NPT-IGBTs, it 
can be concluded that the tom-off switching behaviors of the 
IGBT are influenced by the snubbing capacitor. 

As shown in Fig. 8, the turn-off waveforms under hard- 
and soft-switching conditions have been verified through the 
simulation. This simulation was done with the Pspice circuit 
simulator implementation of Hefner's NPT IGBT model that 
includes parameters of the IGBT. As a result, it can be seen 
that the simulated current and voltage match well the 
experimental results. 

(a) Hard-switching (b) Soft-switching 
Fig. 7. Experimental NPT-IGBT hm-off switching waveforms under hard- 

and soft-switching with 0.14 pF at 630 V bur and hlm-off at 300A 

1785 1786 1787 1788 1789 2075 2076 2077 2078 2079 
Time(pr) Time (ps) 

(a) Hard-switching (b) Soft-switching 

and soft-switching with 0.14 pF at 630 V bus and 300 A 
Fig. 8. Simulated turn-off waveforms ofihe NFT- IGBT under hard- 
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Fig. 9 shows the NPT-IGBT turn-off waveforms under 
ZVS operation with a 0.14 gF snubbing capacitor at 630 V, 
300 A. The tail current bump related to the redistribution 
capacitance C,, of the device is observed from the NPT- 
IGBT turn-off current. As expected, it is found that I,,,, is 
less than that of the PT-IGBT as shown in Fig. 6. These 
simulation results verify the analysis in section 111. 

y,, 400 
WJ am, 

ao -r ~ <I\ /ill 1 1 

T 
I G c  

Fig. 10. Switch L4T1 him-on condition in a typical - J  converter circuit 

(a) PT-IGBT waveforms 
Fig. I I .  ErperimentalPT-andNPT 

h e  0. 1 ) 
(b) NPT-IGBT waveforms 

-IGBT tumiln switching waveforms 
under hard- switching 

For the experimental condition shown in Fig. 1 l(a), the 
PT-IGBT is operating at 300 V, 130 A, and the turn-on 
energy is IO mJ. For Fig. 1 I@) condition, the NPT-IGBT is 
operating at 630 V, 220 A, and the turn-on energy is 30 mJ. 
The turn-on energy in both cases is not only affected by the 
turn-on characteristic of the IGBT switch SI ,  but also affected 
hy the reverse recovery characteristic of the freewheeling 
diode D,. 

With soft-switching operation, however, the total switch 
current is no longer affected by neither ID,(,,) nor by Isc As 
described in Fig. 2, an auxiliary branch takes away the 
current from diode DI first, and the auxiliary resonant 
inductor L, resonates with the snubber capacitor C,, to divert 
the current into switch SI after the collector-emitter voltage 
VCE drops to zero. The turn-on energy is practically 
eliminated in this case. 

Fig. 12 shows experimental turn-on voltage, current and 
energy for the NPT-IGBT under soft-switching condition. As 
explained in section 11, the exact zero-voltage condition is 
difficult to achieve with the experimental chopper circuit. 
The turn-on condition in Fig. 12 can only be considered as 
“near-zero-voltage” condition because the collector current IC 
rises at the collector-emitter voltage V,, near zero voltage 
condition. Although the true zero-voltage turn-on is not 
achieved in this case, the turn-on energy loss is reduced from 
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30 mJ to 1.5 mJ for the same dc bus voltage and load current 
condition. 

I 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 
Time @s) 

Fig. 12. Experimental NPT-IGBTtum-on switching waveforms with 0.14 pF 
at 630 V bus and htrndn at 220 A 

Similar to turn-off condition, the collector current 
oscillates during the process of transferring the load current 
into the switch because of the parasitic ringing. This parasitic 
ringing can he minimized with an elaborate layout and 
perhaps eliminated with removal of the current sensor. 

From the discussion of Fig. 10 and experimental IGBT 
turn-on waveforms in Figures 11 and 12, it can be seen that 
the IGBT turn-on characteristic is dominated by the external 
components including freewheeling diodes and snubber 
capacitors. Significant turn-on loss reduction can be expected 
with the use of RSI based soft-switching circuit. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, switching characteristics of PT- and NPT- 
IGBTs were evaluated under soft-switching conditions. The 
turn-off tail current characteristics were examined to study 
the interaction between the external circuit and the IGBT 
internal conduction mechanisms. In particular, the effects of 
an external circuit containing a snubber capacitor were 
studied. Both PT- and NPT-IGBTs exhibit a turn-off tail 
bump under ZVS operation. The major difference between 
these two devices is the redistribution capacitance, Cce,, The 
PT device has a larger I,,,, than that of the NPT device, 
resulting in a difference in shape of tail current bump. 

The external components not only affect the IGBT turn- 
off behaviors, but also alter its turn-on characteristic. With 
the experimental auxiliary resonant snubber circuit, the diode 
reverse recovery current is no longer a factor during turn-on 
process, and the turn-on loss can be nearly eliminated. 

The results of this study may help formulate guidelines 
to design the IGBT and to select the snubbing capacitor in 
soft-switching inverter and converter applications. 
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